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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, March 30, 1970

More than 500 Rotarians. , by President Vernon Shown, is
their wives and guests are ex the host club for the conference
rected to attend the annual con- with assistance from Rotarians
ference of Rotary International in the Paducah, Mayfield, BenSat there at the Holiday Inn District 671 April 17, 18 and ton and nearby Purchase areas.
Representatives from 53 clubs
early Saturday morning eating 19 at Kentucky Dam Village,
breakfast and gazing stupidly according to District Governor in the district, which extends
from Louisville westward across
out the window drinking coffee, Nat Ryan Hughes, Murray.
trying to wake up, when in
"The purpose of the confer- Kentucky, are expected to parwalks George Karnavas to have ence," Governor Hughes said, ticipate in the three-day meeta cup of coffee. A little later "is to discuss matters relating ing, scheduled to pone with rehere come Cleborne and Anna to this Rotary district, to hear gistration from 2:30 to 6:30
Mary Adams. A little later here informative reports and address- 1 .m April 17.
District membership totals 2,comes Melba Ward. By this time es and to formulate plans for
we have waked_ up enough to increasing our service activit- 776 Rotarians with the 464-member Louisville club the largest,
carry on a decent conversation. ies."
The Murray Rotary Club, led followed by the Owensboro
We figured we were in good
club with 139, Paducah with
company, especially fortunate
119, Bowling Green with 117
for that early in the morning.
and Henderson with 104 members.
We sat there and chomped on
A banquet, honoring club preour egg over medium and our
sausage trying to remember to
sidents and secretaries, is plankeep our mouth closed as our
ned for the evening of April 17
entertainment provided by
wife always tells us to do. All
Three juveniles were appr..- with
in all it was an enjoyable morn- hended
Sunday morning about (Continued on Page Eight)
ing.
1:30 by Calloway County Sheriff Clyde Steele.
,
We failed to wish everyone it
Sheriff Steele said the three
Happy Easter, so here goes,
juveniles were picked up at the
Happy Easter. Also happy First Calloway County
Country Club
where they had broken into the
(Continued on Page Eight)
locker room. The juveniles were
heard by persons at the club
who held them until the law
Twenty-two high school end
officials arrived.
junior high school students from
Two of the juveniles were
Murray University School colheld in the detention room of
lected deposit bottles from
the county jail overnight and
door-to-door in the community
the other one' was released in
Wednesday to raise money to
Roy (Poss) Edmonds, a retir- th -a custody of his parents.
help finance the Earth Day proed farmer of the Locust Grove
A hearing for the three juv
community, died this morning miles will be conducted by gram April 22.
The Earth Day observance in
at 8:10 at the Murray-Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller
Murray is part of a nationwide
County Hospital.
on Monday, April 6.
effort that is centered on colHe was 68 years of age and
lege and university campuses
a member of the Locust Grove
to combat environmental deBaptist Church. He was born
struction. An Earth Day CommApril 20, 1901, and was the son
ittee at Murray State Univerniy
of William Davis Edmonds and
is planning a program for that
Nancy Osborne Edmonds.
date.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Students who participated in
Dora Edmonds of Murray Route
the bottle drive were: John RiFour; one daughter, Mrs. Rodley, Richard Scott, Joe Futrell,
cey Vickers of Detroit, Mich;
Garry Puckett, Danny Alexandthree sisters, Mrs. Welter
er, John Whitman, Steve GuerGrisham of Jackson, Tenn., Mrs.
011ie Mallory of Hayti, Mo., and Sy United Presa International in, Sam Smith, Randy Wright,
Karen Alexander, Sue Ann
Mrs. Jerry Niles of Cedar, Mich.,
The storm that brought a
two brothers, Buell Edmonds of snowy, windy Easter to many George, Kathy Jackson, Ellen
Murray and ,ptiy Edmonds of parts of the Atlantic Coast and Teitloff, Dan Foster, Richard
Oklahoma City; three grand- as far inland as Western Penn- Knight, Allen Moore, Lamar
children, Kenneth Vickers, Bet- sylvania moved farther out ta Harrell, Merriam Hendon, Gary
Gibbs, Craig Sanders, Lisa Seaty Vickers, and Mrs. Marie Wil- sea today.
Wells.
lard; three great grandchildren.
The storm spilled six to 12 ford and Allen
They were supervised and asFuneral arrangements are in. Inches of snow from Central
complete, but friends may call Pennsylvania to Southern New sisted by Terry Shelton, a biology teacher at the University
at the J. H. Churchill Fune-al England.
Home after nine a.m. on 'rues
The snowiest Easter on re- School, and Mike Miller, Engday.
cord at Albany, N. Y.—five inch- lish instructor at the university.
es of the fluffy white stuff—
occurred at the Empire State's
capital.
•
The 7.8 inches measured at
Providence, R. I., marked the
heaviest snowfall there during
the past winter and early

Roy Edmonds Dies
At local Hospital
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The Calloway County Teen
Club with its own version of
the television program, "Hee
Haw", was the first place winner in the County 4-H Variety
Show held Friday evening at the
Lynn Grove School gym.
Teens participating in the
winning talent act were Andy
Armstrong, master of ceremonies, Randy Lee, Christopher
Aune, Janey Kelso, James Jarrett, Kathy Stubblefield, Stacy
Adams, Vicki Pat Lamb, and
Clair Eversmeyer.
Runnerup in the club acts
was the New Concord Club with
its own modern version of "The
Three Bears".
Misses Stacy Adams and Renee Sledd with their dance act
from the Kirksey 4-H Club were
the first place winners in the
Grand Lodge Officers: Several Grand Lodge officers were present on last Friday
Specialty Acts. Runnerup was
Free
Kentucky,
Accented
of
Lodge
Four,
Grand
District
meeting
eight at the annual
the duet by Libby Sims and
13eEffinger,
R.
George
Marshall;
Dal
ton, Grand
Masons. From heft to right are W. dlenn
Irby from the Murray
Pattie
Committee
Publicity
Williams,
putty Grand Master; Carroll M. Curtis, Grand Master; Ralph
Tigers.
Teeny
Deputy
District
Grand Lodge: R. Cliff Wilder, Grand Senior Warden; A. F. "Dick" Sykes,
Other entries in the club acts
Masons
included
which
meeting
300
Approximately
persons
the
attended
Grand Master.
were the Eager Beavers Club
from Marshall and Calloway counties and their families. The Wed hisieting was pr.:seeded by
of New Concord with "Jack and
quartet.
a
• dinner with aintstrteftwit•nt for the families by The Journeymen,
the Beanstalk"; Icirksey with
Staff Phut,
"Fantasy Under the Sea"; and
Murray Teeny Tigers with songs
sung by the members.
Specialty acts included "The
Electric Brass" from New Concord, Jimmy Burkeen singing
The Faxon Mothers Club will
The Blue Cross and Blue from the Eager Beavers, A
Charleston Dance routine by the
meet on Wednesday, April 1,
The executive council of the Shield Mobile Information CenLynn Grove Junior High, A
at 1:30 p.m. at the school.
Wedon
Murray
in
be
will
ter
Young Democrats of Calloway
Mrs. Dixie Hopkins, the County met at the home of Mr. nesday, April 1, in front of the Tap Dance by Vickie Pat Lamb
from Hazel, and a duet by 13.
speech and hearing teacher for
and Mrs. Donald A. Jones, 1629 Methodist Church.
the Calloway County Schools, Miller, Wednesday evening,
Michael Chandler, Manager of ney Kelso and randy Lee from
the Calloway County Teen Club.
will be the guest speaker.
March 25th. Those present were the Mobile Information Center
Variety show judges were
Officers for the coming year Ronald Jackson, president; Mi- and Jim Stagg Blue Cross EnMrs Vonnie Gibbs and Mr. and
will be elected at the meeting.
be
will
Representative
rollment
president;
vice
Holton,
chael
Mrs. Novie Lee from the Penny.
Mrs. Mia Wilson, president,
Jim Koch, treasurer; Kitty Mil- available to answer questions. rile Area.
urges all mothers to attend this
Blue
and
Cross
Blue
All
iigan, director; and David Tee.meeting.
Kings and Queens
Shield members and non-memloff.
The annual contest for the
The April meeting of the bers are invited who have clues.
and the
Young Democrats of Callowa.- tions regarding health care pro- Senior King and Queen
Count‘ will feature a guest tection. Farm Bureau Members Junior King and Queen was alkpc.iker and be open to the may also obtain information a so held Friday night with Joe
public. All young people be bout benefits,,available through Pat James of Murray interview
ing the contestants.
even the ages of 16 and 35 the Farm Bureau Group.
A breakin was reported at
Winners of the Senior King
years of age will be encouraged
he Sykes Cafe at Maple Stree'
and Queen contest were James
this meeting, accord.
at
j.).in
ind Railroad Avenue on Satur- to
Richard Jarrett of Calloway
Sandra Jones, secretary.
ing to San
Jay at 1035 p.m., according ti
C..unty nigh School and Karen
the report by the Murray Po.
Alexander If the University
lice Department.
School.
PLEIKU, VIETNAM (AHT
Two city policemen on pat:
Named as Junior King was
— Army Captain Stanley Steve McCuiston of the New
'
duty noticed the window 1,L. Dulin, 25, son of Mr. and Concord School and as Junior
ken out on the west side of t•
Mrs. Ben R. Dulin, 3907 Ply- Queen was Carolyn Scott of
building, but when they arr.;,
Dewey ,y,agsdale of 11011 Syci- mouth Road, Louisville, Ky,
, the Murray High School.
at the building the 1)ersea ci
more Street, Murray, is listed in received the Bronze Star Medal
persons had left.
The only other contestant In
critical condition by the offic- near Pleiku, Vietnam.
Nothing was found missing
. Christothe senior contest was
Murray-Calloway
the
at
ials
Capt. Dulin received the afrom the cafe, according to the
r %tine of Calloway County
County Hospital this morning. ward for heroism in action p
police report
School.
Mr. Ragsdale was stricken while engaged in military oper- High
Other entries in the junior
; with a heart attack Sunday ations against a hostile force in
king contest were David Allen
morning at .his home and was Vietnam.
Glisson, Jimmy
rushed to the 'hospital where he, Commanding officer of the Scott,- Charles
Burkeen, and Jimmy Ray Jarwas placed in the Cardiac Unit. 4th Infantry Division's 4th Mil.
The Murray man is a mein itary Police Company, the cap- rett.
In the junior queen contest
her of the staff of the Calloway tain was stationed at Ft. Bragg,
other entries were Dana MarC,iunty Court Clerk's office and N. C., prior to his arrival
lene Scott, Sandra Lou Stark,
is well known in Murray and Vietnam.
B.,nita Britt, Laura Marie Jarcipients. He said Richard is one Calloway County.
Capt. Dulin, whose wife, July, rett. and Melanie Norwood.
of 16 chosen for scholarsh.o,
MurStreet,
16th
N.
915
at
lives
Selection of the contest was
from more than 100 applicants
ray, is a 1963 graduate of Wag- based fifty per cent on the InRichard plans to study P7e
Louisville
in'
School
High
gener
terview and fifty per cent on
engineering at Murray State ;
and received a bachelor of arts their record books and accomtreparation for a career in that
degree in 1967 from Murray pli,hments in 4-H Club work.
field. Voted "Most Likely
State University. He is a memJudges for the king and
!Continued on Page EogtIL
ber of Lambda Eta chapter of queen contest were Miss FrancThe Poplar Springs Baptist Lambda Chu Alpha fraternity es Brown, Mrs. Farrell Beyer,
Church will h,ve its spring re,
The medal was presented to and Mrs.. Richard Smith.
vival starting Wednesday,. Apr': him on Feb. 11.
Miss Kathy Stubblefield was
1, and continuing through Sunthe mistress of ceremonies for
the program. The pledges to
:he American and 4-H Club
to
LICENSE LOST- t
evangelist for the services
Mrs. Sarah E. Ross, m tc
flags were led by Christopher
seven The drivers license of Jay
of Mrs. J. T. Sammons, wc-t ; be held each evening at
...line and Janey Kelso. Randy
the
be
will
Walker
William
of
Smith
Dexter
Robert
p.m.
has
lee led the group in singing
Main Street. Murray, pas.ori
been revoked according to the "My Country Tis of Thee", fol
.tt• . song leader.
way Saturday morning at .
PerThomas
Rev.
list
by
released
pastor,
the
Department
The
Intensive Care Unit of Wy
mere Nursing Center, M.::i kins, and the church invite the,of Public Safety to the Traffic
'Safety. Coordination Committee
public to attend.
phis, Tenn.
The deceased was 99 years -r
age and was the widow of F I
Ross who died in' 1941. Mr.,
Ross suffered a massive strike
on Monday. March 23. She had
been a patient at the Nursiii,.
Center for six . years_
Survivors are two daughter,.
Mrs. Sammons of Murray and
Mrs. E. L. Tisdale of Memphi,.
Tenn.; eighteen grandchildren;
thirty-two great grandchildren:
and seven great great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p m. at the First
Chir-h,
Methodist
United
Whiteville. Tenn , with Rev It
W. Davis officiating Burial se,,
in the Vildo, Tenn., Ceineter.
Attending the funeral fr ,ni
Murray along with Mrs. J
Sammons were Mr. and Mi.
John Irby Sammons and Ntr
and Mrs. Gene l'aul Samm(ii,

The annual science fair at
Murray High School will be
held Tuesday, March 31. Approximately 160 projects will be
entered by 7th grade students
in the areas of biology, diens
istry, physics and earth science.
The winners in each area will
be entered in the Regional Science Fair at Murray State University on Saturday, April 4.11.
An addition to this year's fair
is an elementary science, sixth
grade display under the direction of Mrs. Ronnie Christopher.
The 7th grade division is under the direction of Mrs. A. B.
Crass and Mrs. G. P. Sammans.
The projects will be on display in the Austin Cafeteria
and library at 7:30 in the even
ing. The public is cordially invited to attend. Awards will
be made at 8:30 p.m.

WEATHER REPORT
West Kentucky: Cloudy with
a slight chance of showers this
afternoon, tonight and Tuesday.
High today in mid 503 to low
60s; low tonight in upper 303 to
upper 40s; high Tuesday in the
60s. Winds northeast 5-10 miles
per hour this turning, becoming southeast 10-15 this after
noon and diminishing tonight.
Probability of rain 20 per cect
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Kentucky: Extended outlook
for Wednesday through Friday:
Fur Wednesday with clouds
and rain likely Thursday and
Friday. Continued rather cool
with highs in the upper 401 and
low 501. and lows in the upper
30s and 30s.

•

small craft warnings elsewhere
from Maine to the Carolinas.
Cold air funneled down behind the Eastern snow storm.
The temperature dropped to 18
at Youngstown, Ohio, Sunday
night, equalling the record low
there for March 29.
Meanwhile, cold weather with
occasional snow flurries occurred from Idaho and Northeastern Nevada to Michigan and
Northwestern Texas.
Temperatures at 2 am. EST
today ranged from 4 above at
Ptullipsburg, Pa., to 7'7 at Key
West. FL.

Richard Lane West, a senior at Murray High School, has
been selected to receive a Murray State University Alumni Association scholarship of $500
for the 1970-71 school year.
ValediCtorian of his grad.
uating class, Richard is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Pas
chall West of Murray Route 7.
Mancil Vinson, director of alumni affairs at Murray State,
announced the scholarship re-

Style Show Will
Be Held Here Tonight
The eleventh annual style
show sponsored by the Murray
High School Chapter of the Future Homesnakers of America
will be held tonight (Monday)
at 7:30 in the high school auditorium.
Taking part in the style show
will be 117 home economics
girls who will be modeling garments they have made in the
five classes taught by Mrs. G. T
Lilly and Mrs. A. B. Crass.
The public is invited to attend and there is no admission
charge.

Persons Are Injured
Two persons, injured in mctorcycle accidents, were treated
at the emergency room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital over the weekend.
Danny Burkeen of Dexter
Route One. age 16. was treater!
Saturday for an abrasion to the
right forehead.
Gene Brandon of 24 Orchard
Heights, Murray, age 21, was
treated Friday at 555 pm. for
a laceration to the left leg and
multiple abrasions, ,
Both persons were treated
3nd dismissed.

lowed by prayer by Rev. John
Jones, pastor of the Kirksey
Usited Methodist Church.
An automatic shot gun was
given away as a money making
project for the County Council
with Garvin Phillips and Franklin Burkeen in charge of the
arrangements. The winner was
Philip
Theplanning committee was
composed of Mrs. Glen Kelso,
Mrs. Benny Jackson, Mrs. C. L.
Britt, and Mrs. Arlie Scott, assisted by Glen Sims, county
,.gent in youth.

a

Faxon Mothers Club To
Meet On Wednesday

Young Democrats
Meet Last Week

Information Center
To Be Here April 1

Breakin Is Reported
At The Sykes Cafe

Stanley L. Dulin
Awarded Bronze Star
Dewey Ragsdale Has
AllNC)
Heart ack Sunday

Richard West Selected To
Receive Alumni Scholarship

The snow in New York City
marked the first Easter Sunday of any quantity since 1915
with up to three inches in the
city itself and as much as eight
inches in the suburbs.
Airline Flights Canceled
The snow aLea canceled airline flights, including all shuttle flights between New York
and Boston and Washington.
Pittsburgh received its heaviest Easter snowfall in 70 years
with 42 inches at the airport
and 4.4 downtown. Six to eight
inches of snow was reported in
the suburbs.
Travelers in New England
Sunday reported it took more
than five hours to drive from
Hartfard, Conn., to Boston which is normally about a twohour trip.
Numerous accidents were reported in Southern New England as holiday travelers tried
to get home.
Maryland recorded up to nine
inches of snow Sunday at Frostburg, and depths up to 12 inches were recorded in West Virginia.
Warnings In Effect
The snow ended in the East,
but travelers' warnings rema.n
in effect for parts of New York,
Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Connecicut early today.
Gale warnings were display.

Vol. LXXXXI No. 75

Four-H Variety Show Held
With Teen Club Winner

Annual Rotary Conference Set
At Kentucky Dam April 11-19

Three Juveniles Are
Cited Ealy Sunday
At Country Club

ame famlly
by a crop
-rooted crocabbage, betould followuch as tornPrepargar den will
a good rota-

10* Per Copy

James Raymond JODOI 01 Murray Route Three was treated
for a strain of back muscles at
the emergency room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Saturday morning.
Jones, driving a 1968 Chevrolet one too U. S. mail truck
owned by the United States Government, was going west on
Chestnut Street when the truck
was hit in the rear, according
to the report filed by the officers of the Murray Police Department Saturday at 8:10 a. m.
The other vehicle involved
as a 1969 International school
bus owned by the Paducah Public Schools and driven by Artie Nelson Wallis of Paducah.
Police said Jones had stopped
for the stop light on Chestnut
when the school bus hit the
mail truck in the rear end.
Damage to the mail truck was
on the rear end and to the
school bus on the front bumper.
Saturday at 1:53 p. m. another school bus was involved
in a collision with a car on 15th
Street, according to the police
report.
Vehicles involved wer a 1968
Chevrolet two door hardtop
owned by James Russell Hayes
of Princeton and a 1967 Ford
school bus owned by the Paducah City Schools.
Elsie Hosier Agent of Benton
Route Six, driver of the school
bus, said it was parked on 15th
Street and some children were
sitting in the bus. Agent said
the children slipped the btu
out of gear and it rolled across
the street hitting the Chevrolet that was parked at the curb,
according to the police report.
Damage to the ear was on
the left side and to the bus on
the bumper.

Rev. Burpoe Speaker
For Church Revival

Mrs. Sarah Ross

CAR FIRE
The Murray Fire Departni,,,t
was called to a car fire at
.of the liberty s
er Market on Saturday at
p.m. The fire was in the wit
SPECIALTY FOUR-H Club Act winners at the show
for the electric windot:s on !t.
he
held Friday at Lynn Grove were Miss Stacy Adams, left, and
car and—was out on arrival '
routine.ted d representing the Kirksey Club, wfso did
the firemen
SLuff I
aM idssnit
a ceenee

Ten persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
over the weekend.
They were two for driving
while intoxicated, three for driving while intoxicated and no
operator's license, two for reckless driving, one for no opentors license, one for unneces.
sary noise, and one for speeding.

FOUR-H KINGS AND QUEENS for Calloway County
were' crowned Friday evening at Lynn Grove Front row,
• left to right, Karen Alexander, Senior Guinan, and Carolyn
Scott, Junior Oireen. Rack row, left to right, Jemes RIch•rell
Jarrett, Senior King, and Steve PAcCuiston, Junior Ouaen.
S•aft Phott.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Don Parker, age 48 of Murray Rowe Three was killed this morning when he fell from a building in Nashville, Tenn. He was working
with a steel crew erecting a new Wilding.
A thunderstorm struck Murray last night about 10:30 resulting
In some damage in the city and county.
Mrs. L. L. Lee age 75, mother of Mrs. Verna Lancaster, died
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, yesterday.
Announcement has been made of the engagement and approaching
marriage of Sarah Lee McAvoy to Larry Wade Cunningham.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Bailey Gore, head of the Recreation Department of
Were h he.area of basic camping skills.
Murray Stets University, Instruct.. group in tooicraft during a until:Kraft weekend held at Camp Energy in Land
Camp Energy is located on a wooded hillside In the
Between the Lakes. Participants included girl scout leaders, northern portion of Land
Between the Lakes overlooking
0E0 volunteors..4-H. voluntealr workers, and students from Energy Lake, a constant-lava
l
Murray State University. The course, sponsored by the Bear Barkley. Available by reservation subimpoundmant of Lake
only, It Is designed to acCreek Girl Sian Council of Paducah, is part of the Amen. ,ommodate organized groups of
tent campers ranging In
can Camping Association's program to give aid to camp .114, from 4 to 400 on a year-round
basis.

HI:ate or a photostatic copy, as
By Col, Taylor Davidson
selective service number
State Director, Selective Service your
and your random selection sequFRANKFOR T, Ky. - Random ence number are determined by
selection, the new method by date of birth. Selective Service
wtich young men are selected local boards in Kentucky require
verification of date of birth for
for induction to military service
assignment of the Selective Serhas "delivered" 685 registrants
vice number and the random selto the armed forces.
ection sequence number.
The so-called draft lottery, of
course, has no effect on military
manpower needs. The number of
men drafted is determined by Q. If I am drafted, while in the
many factors, none of which re-1 Army I can't make the payments
fled policies and methods 04 on my car, will it berepossessed.
by the finance company?
the local board.
A, The Kentucky Ear,thestatoKentucky's quota for JanuarY
and February, the first two mon- wide organisation of lawyers and,
ths of the random selection sys- judges, has prepared a pamphlet,
tem, was 685. And 685 men were In co.eparation with the Kentucky.
"delivered" to examining and Selective Service System for dire:
traction to the men about to enter
entrance station.
Below are questions frequent-, the Armed Forces. The following;
ly asked of the 5oilective Service Is quoted from this pamphlet,
System, along with appropriate "INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS.:
On automobiles, appliances, fur-,
answers:
Q. How many men have been, niture, etc., the Soldiers' and,
inducted from Kentucky since Sailors' Civil Relief Act protects you against repossession
the new draft lottery?
A, The Selective Service Sys- by companies financing purchase,
tem delivers registrants to an except through court proceedingsArmed Forces Examining and under certain conditions, and he.
Entrance Station for induction, ice you may be able to arrange
but the actual processing is a to scale down monthly payments
functice of the Armed Forces. If necessary."
If you need legal counsel aftios
From Jan. 15, 1970, through
Feb. 28, 1970, Kentucky dente entering military service conered 685 registrants, which was sult with the Judge Advocate os
our quota for these months, and a member of the staff at your
they were inducted by the Armed duty station.
Q. Can my ex-wife or her attn.
Forces.
Q. When I go to the draft board rney look at my draft records?
A, Except as provided by law
to register should I take my birth
or by the Selective Service Recertificate?
A, It would be to your best gulations the records in a reg'Interest to bring your birth cert- istrant's file and the information contained in such records
shall be confidential and cannot
be examined without your written
consent.

Deaths reported are Mrs. W. D. McKee', age 66, and Mrs-. Susan
Hurt, age 89,
Mary Ann Underwood, Betty June West, Mary Frances Williams
Zetta Yates, Jean Corn, Betty Thurman, Jean Farris, Jenne Lou
-Wilson, Carolyn Melugln, Dallas T. Doran, Buddy Buckingham,
Paul Blankenship, William Smith, and W. B. Moser, Jr., all of
v,
Murray High School, are attending the 5th annual Kentucky State
Youth Assembly at Frankfort.
'0
The Murray Training School will enter a swimming team in the
state meet to be held at Richmond's Eastern State College.
"On April 27, 1910, Murray had four inches of snow. The leaves
and flowers were in full bloom. Thanks to T. O. Turner for the
Information" , from the column "Seen & Heard Around Murray". tucliDyUISVIL
EduL
caEtio
,K
Asso,
ny.(EN
S)i-By or groups to obtain group We,
turning their backs on public. disability, medical, dental, or
school needs, Governor Louie any group insurance, with the
B. Nunn and the General Assem- boards paying all or any part of
bly have made 19'70 "a low- the premium on the policies.
mark for education in Ken- The personal leave bill, HB
tucky," Dr. J. M. Dodson, Ken- 61, permits school boards to
Yet did not the chief butler remember Joseph, but forgat him.grant employees no more than
Bya-tAi THEAT
Genesis 40:23,
-----;KEA) executive secretary, has three personal leave clays a year
v_—IT
Man often forget a friend, hut God cioes not forget any person.
for reasons designated by the
charged.
William Call gave a demon.
During its 60-day session the board and without affecting sick
stration of the radio equipment 0c
(7,
leave.
legislative
failed
to
act
on
and
grow, will cause large knots in
for voice and Dennis Gimmel
The sick leave bill, HB 142,
World's
'the mature log. Black Walnut is the Governor failed to support
the
used
CW
or Morse code send- 'D Honored Most
Show
a valuable veneer wood. By re- nearly every aspect of KEA's raises the minimum number of
er at the eyeball QS0 of the MSU
leasing and pruning, the value tour equal legislative priorities accumulated sick leave days that
Amateur
Radio
March
on
Club
of your trees can be increased Dodson noted. Of those priori- may be used in any school year Shavna in the Ham Shack operations room are (left to right) Major 25.
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A TRANNOVICH
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✓ON COLUNDIA
RE_SEASE Dap

to be Los Angeles' starting
pitcher on opening day, gave ip
only one earned run in eight
Could the San Francisco innings, as the Dodgers downed
Giants finish second on the Houston, 6-4, and John Ellis
moon?
collected a single, triple and
They've done it just about homer to drive in two runs
everyplace else. They were during the New York Yiulketas'
runnerup for four straight 5-1 victory over Washington.
seasons in the National League,
Lee May hit his fourth homer
then when the circuit split into of the spring with a man on in
divisions last year, the Giants the sixth inning to give the
Cincinnati Reds a 4-3 triumph
came in second in the West.
Sunday, the Giants wound up rover the New York Mets while
a nine-game goodwill series in tAtlanta edged Baltimore, 2-1,
Japan, where major league on utility man Bob Asproteams had never finished below monte's RBI single in the ninth.
.500 before and again they were
Danny Walton, Jerry McNertNo. 2.
ney and Tommy Harper hoIt was the Giants' sixth loss mered for Seattle, but the
In nine games against Japanese Pilots had to score twice in the
competition, and their third loss ninth to whip Oakland, 7-6. Luis
In five games against the Alvarado's RBI single broke a
Orions, who bad extended the 5-5 tie in the seventh inning and
Invitation for San Francisco to gave the Boston Red Sox an 8-5
be the first team to tour Japan victory over Minnesota.
Andy Messersmith became
during the spring.
Back home, Bob Yeale threw the second California pitcher to
a five-hitter, lowered his ERA go the distance in hurling the
to 1.24 and boosted his spring Angels past Cleveland, 5-4, and
record to 4-0 in pitching the the Chicago Cubs whipped San
Pittsburgh Pirates past Kansas Diego, 10-4, for their fifth
City, 3-1-while Bob Christian's straight win.
bloop single following an error
in the 10th inning scored the
winning run in the Chicago
White Sox' 2-1 decision over
Philadelphia.
Southpaw Claude Osteen, due

Pilots Should
Become Brewers

East Defeats
West In First
BB Classic

SEATTLE CUPOZI101 goes
as expected today, the Seattle
Pilots will be transformed into
the Milwaukee Brewers.
The only legal hangup slowing
the transformation was today's
where
hearing,
bankruptcy
Pilot owners pleaded to have
the financially barren team
stripped from Seattle.
Principal owners of the
expansion club claimed they
were losing $12,500 a day and
that they wanted to sell the
club to Milwaukee interests for
$10.8 million.
It was almost certain that
Sidney
C. Volinn, federal
bankruptcy court referee, would
oblige and relieve Seattle of
what has become a city tumor,
aggravated by seemingly countless deadlines and extensions.
Volinn cleared the way for
the transfer of the Pilots last
week when he set aside a
temporary restraining order
prohibiting sale of the club.
But the bankruptcy referee has
said the transfer would not
affect an anti-trust suit brought
against the American League
by the city and state.
The
governmental bodieswant $82 million in damageer if
the franchise leaves the city..

LOS
ANGELES (UP -It
was a good day with bright
sunshine and the game was for
a good cause.
Just about everyone went
away happy Saturday after the
East AU-Stars defeated the
West, 5-1, in the first major
league baseball classic.
Attendance at Dodger Stadium was 31,694. Proceeds go to
help programs of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and - the game was
dedicated to Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. assassinated civil
rights leader.
The baseball game had a
tinge. Ron
strong
Dodger
Fairly, an ex-Dodger now with
Montreal, put the East out in
front with a homer into the
right field stands in the third
inning
Ron Santo of the Chicago
Cubs made it 2-0 for the East
when he bomered into the left
field stands in the fourth. Both
blows were off Lew Krausse of
the Seattle Pilots, who was the They didn't...ignite a chance
official losing pitcher.
K01A;r -16GELES ((iP1)- Sandy
Tom Seaver of the New York
ax of the
Los Angeles
Mets started for the East and,Dodgers struck out 18 men twice
went three innings giving,* in nine-inning games for the
three hits, walking one and major league record. lie did it
striking out two. Seaver was on Aug. :31, 1959, and April
credited with the victory.
24, 1962.
The Mats didn't score until the
* * *
eighth !ening when Dodger
Willie Davis singled to left and Touchdown King
cattle borne later on Ken
7DRK (('PI) Jim
NEW
Berry's double.
Brown scored 106 touchdowns
West Manager Roy Camfor the Cleveland Browns durpanella, an old Dodger cattlier,
ing his 1957-65 career. The
lost but he could still smile.
closest to Brown in this record
"One heckuva day," he said.
who scored 8:3
"Even though we didn't score is Jim Taylor
times on the ground for the
many runs, it was a beautiful
Green Bay Packers.
day."
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A VALUABLE COMMUNITY SERVICE
•The Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Mobile Information Center Manager
will be available to serve you,
Everyone (Blue Cross and Blue Shield
members and non-members)
is invited to visit the Information
Center, with questions regarding
health care protection.
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Farm Bureau Members may also obtain
information about benefits available
through the Farm Bureau Group.
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RepresenTatove

Low As

YOU.Ot

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
BLUE MSS HOSPILAL PLAN INC

TEXGAS DEALER

Rad•AriiMilse---

Murray, Ky.

Bobbyi- Aqiion And DT5u-ghlerCherri0."

3101 BARDITOWI'4 ROAD

•

4
11.

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

LOUISVILLE, KY 40205 •

PHONE (502),452 1511
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Gay Orange Cake
Brightens Menu,
Graces Dinner Table

and heat to boiling. Pour
over warm cake. Serve warm
with whipped cream or-dairy
sour cream, if desired.

aiLBRAY. KENTUCKY

ak TIMER

3 tablespoons sugar
Water
I egg, slightly beaten
/
1
2 cup chopped walnuts
54 cup melted lard
By PATRICIA McCORMACK with Mrs. Arnstein's other
To keep in step with
Line a 9 x 5-inch loaf pan
offered.
guidelines
are
books,
spring, let the table bloom
with waxed paper. Drain
Most Helpful Advice
NEW YORK (UPI)— All you
with a fragrant orange despeople who raised your children Perhaps some of the most cherries, reserving liquid.
aert cake. Create a festive air
by
the books must keep hitting helpful advice has to do with Chop cherries. Sift together
with this cake containing
Mr. and Mrs. William Craw"the mother-in-law" mystique. flour, baking powder, soda,
the parent-offspring tomes.
date§ _end nuts and glazed ford Ray of 1200 Main
Street,
Now make room on the Long before becoming one of salt and sugar. Add esuugh
with orange syrup. Serve Murray, will celebrate their
bookshelf for a volume that these, the reputation has cast water to cherry -114uid to
warm and bask in the praise silver wedding anniversary on.
tells
you, ma and pa, how to mother-in-law in a not-too-loved make 1 cup liquid. Combine
that follows.
Tuesday. March 31.
;et
along with our grown-up role. In jokes she is described cherry mixture, chopped
For tender crumbs and unThey were married in Hazel
children, Sure. They're adults. as talking too much, mean, cherries, egg, walnuts and
excelled texture every time, in March of 1945 by Rev. Hen:y
But the title of a new book calls coming too often and staying lard. Add liquid ingredients
home economist Reba Staggs Franklin Paschall.
too long, ready with answers — to sifted ingrediehts. Stir
them children,
of the National Live Stock
The Rays have resided in
always the wrong ones.
only enough to moisten dry
This
took
by
Helene
S.
and Meat Board recommends Murray since 1953 and prior to
Mrs. Arnstein says being a ingredients. Pour into loaf
Arnstein, author of "Your
using lard for the shortening. that were residents of Hazel for
Growing Child and Sex" and mother-in-law today is much pan and let stand 30 minutes.
several years. Mr. Ray has been
"What to Tell Your Child", easier than it once was. That's Bake in a moderate oven
Orange Blossom Date Cake employed for over twenty years
even tells you what to do when because more people are aware (350°F.) 50 to 60 minutes or
by the Murray Division of the
2 cups sifted flour
you suspect your adult daughter of the dynamics of h
until done.
Company,
Tappan
and Mrs. Ray
3a teaspoon salt
Is playing house — with a relationships, much more sensi-i Carol pests
is presently a housewife. Both
/
1
2 teaspoon soda
tive to their subtleties.
married or unmarried male.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Carol
1 teaspoon baking powder are active members of the CherMrs. Arnstein, mother of two
Corner
ry
Baptist
Church.
14 cup lard '
will appear in a guest
Lawrence
grown children, is vice presMr. and Mrs. Ray have t
1 cup sugar
star role oppoaite George Hamilideut of the Child Study
children who are Miss
2 eggs
ton in the new "Paris 7000"
Association of America —the
Ray, a freshman at Mur
State
television series.
3:4 cup sour milk
organization
that
University majorin
always
in nurshas
/
1
2 cup chopped dates
the
last
word
on every crisis in
ing, and Mrs. KX1 Keaton who
/
1
2 cup chopped nuts
child-raising,
is a social wo er in Louisville.
Delight dad, the children
La cup orange juice
Mrs. Kea
s husband, Larry
and coffee klatch friends
23 cup sugar
Keaton
/ s a student at the Souwith a fresh quick bread as
S011 Reacts
1 teaspoon grated orange
thege Baptist Theological &toWhen she first got the idea chock-full of cherries as
rind
ry in Louisville.
star "Getting Along with Your young George's cherry tree.
Sift together flour, sal
Mrs. Ray also has a son,
Grown-Up Children" (Evans), The light loaf, flavored with
soda and baking pow r. Joseph H. Ridener who is /liarFACULTY AND STUDENTS SOCIALIZE AT GRADUATE TEA March 23 at Murray Mrs. Arnstein said her son, 21, the juice of the chopped
Cream lard and 1 cu
ugar ried and the father of three State University. Pictured from left are Sister Ann* Louis* LogaarY, Nancy Burton (Murray), reacted,
maraschino cherries that
together until light
d fluffy. children, Joey, Ruth Ann, and
"Don't you think you ought to fleck it, will guarantee your
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Jens Hell (MIINeww), sod Ann Shepherd.
Add eggs and b
do a little more homework," he election as "favorite cook."
well. Add Michael.
The Rays plan to celebrate
sifted ingred.ents alternately
suggested.
friend where You
National Live Stock and
the
occasion in their home
with spur ilk. thisipg well
Mrs, Arnstein got the mes- Meat Board home economist
after ea.ch addition. Stir in with their family.
sage.
see this sign.
Reba Staggs recommends
•••
datesaind nuts. Pour batter
"I not only did more the use of lard to insure
Nob*
Bologna
WASH-DIGTOR- -- WO-1) —AB below zero, to Miami, where the
into' greased 9-inch square
homework but carried on long line texture in quick breads
Riillit;\ 1.
Ake pan. Bake in a moderate
hal\ (I PI) exciting year lies ahead in weather was "marveldus."
months of research, spoke to every time. Just melt
Monday, March 30
the
7 oven 350°F.) for 25 to 30 111.•("h. of Bologna doesn't r an fashions with so many hem
"My cottons keep me warm or
The Murray High School many young adults, single and lard and add with other liqhet oine
minutes, until inserted cake to
an
oversized lengths— minis, microminis, mid they keep me cool," Miss Thorn- Home Economics classes wW married, called on friends, uid ingredients,
stirring only
les and maxis— that each woman ton said. Mit sne confessed she hold their annual style show at acquaintances and strangers to enough
tester cones out clean. Cool metropolis.
to mix ingredierith.
planner. who original!, can do her own thing.
about 5 minutes. Loosen
augmented her scanty outfit
the high school auditorium at ask them about their relationThis is the view of the 1970 for the Cotton Bowl parade at 7.30 p.m. The public is invited ships with their families," she
edges, invert cake on rack. rorked (in the JS441111[11fii)11 the
Cherry Blossom Bread
remove from pan and turn
(HI 1(1 grow Maid of Cotton—Gayle Thornton, Dallas, Tex., with thermal and there is no admission said.
toP
1 jar (8 ounces)
cake onto plate so it is top from the lin-wilt 485,000 to 20, of Meridian, Miss.— who con- underwear,
are
There
no
blueprints
or
charge
maraschino cherries
•••
easy answers toy the many
side up. Combine orange 1.100.000. hine amended the fidently predicted Monday 1970
Miss Thornton is the daughter
fashions
will
the
allow
full
range
plan.
setting
concerns and problems that 2 cups sifted flour
a , riling of600,000
juice, 2
of Dr. William L. Thornton, a
/3 cup sugar and rind
Wednesday, April 1
2 teaspoons baking powder
of lengths.
general surgeon.
The ladies day luncheon will parents face with their newly 1
2 teaspoon baking soda
"I'm looking forward to being
Now a junior at the Univer- be served at the Oaks Country grown youngsters: Rather, as /
teaspoon salt
able to mix-and-match my own sity of Mississippi, Miss Thorn- Club at 12:15 p.m. For reserwardrobe," Miss Thornton said ton was so impressed by New vations call Polly Seale 753
In a news conference during a York fashion houses she is 7770, Sue Steele 753-5082, or
stop here on her 34-city U.S. switching her career from home Laura Parker 753-7923.
•••
and Canada tour.
economics to designing.
"It will be a very exciting
The Cherry Corner Baptist
time to do your own thing, as
Church Woman's Missionary So1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
far as fashion goes."
ciety will meet at the church at
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Call at White House
seven p.
•••
Truly Fine Cleaning *
For a meeting with President
Phone 753-3152
Nixon at the White House later
The Faxon Mothers Club is
scheduled to meet at the
In the day she chose a Carat 1:30 p.. m.
dinal suit of white and coral.
By GAY PAULEY
III IMO UM MI SI SIB Ili On Ma Ell
IM IN UM In 111 MI VII IN MN IM
•••
Her busy day also included
UPI Women's Editor
The Flint Baptist Church Wovisits with congressmen.
man's Missionary Society will
The National Cotton Council
NEW YORK (UP!).- The
has outfitted its 32nd reigning wide-open alarm over use of meet at the church at 7:30 p.
•••
good will ambassadress with 50 drugs by the nation's young is
Thursday, April 2
all - cotton outfits that fill 24 expanding into groups far afield
The Town and Country Homepieces of luggage.
from law enforcement officials
makers Club will meet at the
Miss
Thornton,
dutifull
•-By Abigail Van Buren
and others who traditionally
1 Learn How You Can Develop These Qualities
plugging for her sponsor, said work with addiction and rehabi- home of Mrs. Ellis Perry, 18203
Magnolia, at 7:30 p. nt.
limiting her wardrobe to cotton litation.
Through the World Famous
•
•
•
DEAR ABBY: Most people believe their problems are
fabric put no damper on lashNow involved are the U.S. The Garden Department of
unique, and I am no exception. A little over a year ago, my
ion.
I Jaycees, some 325,000 men the Murray Woman's Club will
wife of 20 years sued me for divorce. For some time prior to
"We've found so many de- whose ages ranges from
21 meet at the club house at two
that, I had been suspicious of her extra-curricular activities
signers working with cotton that through 35,
p. m. Hostesses will be MesMall Coupon To: General Delivery, Murray, Ky. 42071
it is quickly becoming pretty
and hired private detectives to report on her behavior outside
"We feel that we're the dames M. P. Christopher, Dick
•-) Founder OD
I
much a prestige fiber," she said, bridge between the very
the home. A clean slate was the result I failed to realize that
Name
young Sykes, L. E. McSwain, Wayne
I Insaassed
I
"Anything that is high fashkm and the older generations," Williams, and W. B. Graves.
the search -for the "other man" could have begun and ended
tOCKYMill /MUM •
Address
represented
In
my
is
•
•
•
wardrobe.
in my own living room!
says
Andre
Phone
Lentendre, a
Company
My wardrobe is really lust Wausau, Wis., businessman
Before the divorce was final, she left this state. I didn't
The Women's Society of
who
L
beautiful."
is the 1970 president of the half- Christian Service of the Dextersign any final divorce papers and neither did she. Three
MB Oil INI
MI WI III WI MI 1111
Ir
▪ MI MI IIIII III NI WI
For Heat or Cold
Hardin United Methodist Churcentury old organization.
months later she married her STEPBROTHER! (That is
A wide seasonal assortment is
the
observe
Day
World
will
Prevention
ch
through
education
where my living room enters the picture.)
also represented for a tour that is the basis of the
Jaycees' of Prayer starting at ten a, m.
The question is, am I still married to this weirdo? And if
has ranged from Winnipeg when plan. Lentendre, in an inter view and continuing until after noon.
so, is she a bigamist? The financial beating I took as a result
the temperature vas 50 degrees during a New York
business A potluck lunch will be served
of the divorce action makes it impossible for me to secure
trip, said the program is just at 12 noon. The public is &non,
legal advice. In short, where do I stand in the event I decide
one of several in which the ed.
•••
to remarry in the future?
Signed: "IN LIMBO"
young businessmen are getting
Friday,
April 3
involved— among them poverty
DEAR IN: Your local Legal Aid sociell provides legal
The Senior Citizens Club will
programs
"although
this
probadvice ler thole who need it and can't afford to pay. If you
lem may never be ?alved," have its monthly potluck lunchare still married to the "weirdo" who married her steppushing legislation to upgrade eon at the Community Cartier,
Drive, at 12 noon with Mrs.
brother. she is indeed a bigamist which is HER problem.
the lot of the nation's prisoners Ellis
Hontas Banks, Mrs. Virgie
not yours. But don't YOU marry again until you are certain
and help toward rehabilitation,
Clark, and Mrs. Martha Golden
your present marriage is dissolved, or you will be a bigamist,
working with the mentalb ill
hostesses All interested peras
and retarded both inside arid
sons are invited to attend.
.outside prison walls education,
•••
housing, safety, and etivironDEAR ABBY: What would you do if you saw a neighbor
The New Providence Riding
ment.
who lives in the seine apartment building and uses the same
Club will have a potluck supper
Letendre explained that all at the Community Center, Ellis
laundry room wearing one of your new blouses? I must
programs are worked throu,di Drive, at 8:30, p. m. Members
admit it looks much better on her than it looked on me, but I
local chapters; chapters are not change of date.
did like it a lot If I see her wearing it again, would it be rude
•••
autonomous and select utatevof me to say, "My, that looks just like a blouse I used to
er area in which they wi.,!. to
have about two weeks ago—until I hung it in the laundry
be "involved. There are C,411
Foreign labor
room?"
:). What is the name of this chapters and 325,000
J. W. IN PORTLAND
members.
Swedni
cut of meat?
e
of I etendre's goals is ta
DEAR J. W.: You may not have to,say anything after
s1()11( 11.\1
(1 1'1) Thy
e the old image of the
Pork let.
this hits print, but you are certainly within your rights to ask
tionilwr of foreigner, r orking
Jaycees—
as
sort
of
a
your neighbor to either produce proof that she purchased
I. Where does it come from? businessman's group, Wapish
totaled 203,0117 at Ow
How is it identified?
that blouse or to give it back—if you are absolutely sure it's
most of them
said. There is no such tlia.s ciiii
Porklets 'pork cul“.,1 segregation in
yours, that is.
to
the organization,
steaks
are made trim he said.
..•sr'h.!) labor officials. \liming
slices of
111, Such
Lentendre said the idea aow the foreign workers Here 98,370
DEAR ABBY: The following letter appeared in your
a s '1 ni or Made loln, is,
"instead of con(erang lions. 18.326 Ihines. 17.7
column recently:
shoulder and fresh ham. themselves with
13,118\ors+ cgians
"Hear Abby, Is it possible for a man to be in love with
Paietithr the 1 lig'i•.-13% imp,
mat is g,nerally park bench, the emphasi,,
.1101 1 1.888 Germans.
is
two women at the same time?
fsigned JAKE"
i,ar through a Mr,h;:tlicai toward helping
those ; J-*„); le
You replied: "Dear Jake, Yes and It's also hazardous."
rUbilift machin,
who sit on the bench."
Wen.
: tell Jake that it's possible for one of the women to
Fotrenched
How are they prepared?
love him enough to remove the hazard by walking out of his
1..1a \
ght
for
tl
Furl
10 al INC.
By parr frying. la. aisitig r ,
life. I did
"ME" in MOUNT RAINER, MD
1.%
( 1 PI) I ri.in
hr,,iling To pan fry. ook
1
I'll Ii1) 10,11
thy
CONFIDENTIAL TO TilosE WII0 HAVE WRITTEN TO
•
rklct, on broth
rim I
- in
,1•11
are MI% Arnim. alkr.1N •
ASK IF I EVER HEARD FROM PRESIDENT NIXON: Yes!
lard or dripping - or r ore% almil I Ilic ronid r
nu% er.IIN
,if
m, krate heat In 1 ,, 15 1111i 'if
for .1 r
I received • very warm and friendly letter from HERB
r% , Utt111 iiT•iV, 111'11
1 ,dal
KLEIN INIzoo's Number One man in Communications)

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-45117
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New Book By Helene S. Arnstein Tells
How To Deal With Grown-Up Children

Wm.Crawford Rays
To Celebrate 25th
Anniversary Here
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Charms All Who
Sample Its Goodness
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With So Many Hem Lengths In Fashions
Women Can Have An Exciting Year Now
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Ability to Deal With People
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explaining that the delay was due to the tremendous volume
at Mail delivered to the White House. but AU letters, cards
god telegrams seat to President Nixon are indeed
acknowledged and very much appreciated.
What's your problem? You'll feel better it you get Wolf
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box Woe. Los angel's, (41.
MOW For a persesal reply raclose stamped, addressed
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Bryan Lindsay wrote in a recWEST LIBERTY, Ky. — There
are those who think all poets ent issue of Approaches, "spun
hear a different drummer and up from the deep dark pool into
keep some distance above earth the early morning sun I have
to fabricate mysterious lines flown briefly into the sky of your
from a base on Cloud Avenue. midnight highway... a mayfly
on the windshield of your mind."
Some do.
But there are poets who go
The six-year - old quarterly
about their day with considerable
logic and discipline. An opportun- of poems by Kentuckians has
ity Is offered for poets — ser- been appearing for about a year
ious writers —to dissect them- under a grant from the Kentucky
selves or at least to examine Arts Commission. Editors are
their writings through a series Joy Bale, Alice Scott, Prentice
of workshops sponsored by App- Baker and Wade Hall.
roaches magazine and financed
by the Kentucky Arts CommissWhile every poet in the magaion.
Five poetry workshops are sc- zine must have a Kentucky connheduled in Kentucky this year, ection, the poems are not always
the first on April 24, 25, and 26 about Kentucky. Peter Zivkovic,
at Shakertown near Harrodsburg. who played professional baseball
There is a March 28 deadline at Evarts, wrote in the February
about Wimberly, Ala.:
for submitting enrollment fee of Issue
$7.50 plus three poems and per- "The deadliest town anywhere
tinent personal intimation to Is Wimberly. Pillars crumbling
Joy Bale, Approaches, 110 South under tin roof, old columns saggMaple *set, Elizabethtown, ing withriut mercy ."
Ky., 42701.
Jim Wayne Miller asks, "Is
Guest poets will attend each
session to help writers with con- It so Alien that grieving savages
placed bone whistles and vertestructive criticism.
The serious poet does not go bra beads in their children's
about thinking that some day graves?" Pat Stakis also asks
he will sit down and write. He a question: "Things are leaving,
writes daily, whether he is sift- so are you. . Things are leaving, riding, walking, looking and ing, so are you.. Everything
feeling. The result is a logical that leaves returns, will you?"
In addition to the workshop
sequence of beautiful words.
There is even charm in a poem at Shakertown with guest poet
by one who writes to a different David Young, there will be others
beat. Frequently the reader goes at Lake Barkley State Park June
through the lines and comes out 26-28; at Stouffers Inn, Louiswith a clear, distinct idea in the ville (tentative) Aug. 14-16; at
same way he might reach a coo- Jenny Wiley State Park Sept.
elusion on viewing a piece of 18-20, and in Berea (also tenabstract art. It is not essential tative) Nov. 20-22.
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FOR SALE

BUCK KNIVES

Johnny Jones

In view of the "unreliability"
of such securities analysis tools
as price-earnings ratios, Donald

Beale Hardware

Paducah, Kentucky
442-3597

MAIN & THIRD

We'll give you an extra

Just for sending your next
roll of color film
to us!

Here's all you have to do
—;

s ,,,,

II

aaaaaea
S.>:

01\ ni)(1111111(10nnili),
%VALUABLE COUPON

Clip this coupon and enclose

THE KODAK BOX YOUR FILM CAME IN ... is your mailing carton.
The label for your Kodacolor roll film is printed below.

it with your film
I
I

c>e":
?i

r
A member of South Vietnam's Mike Force
SHARPIE
demonstrates his knife throwing art-Wry while waiting word
to move cut on patrol at Tieh Bien, near Candbodian border.

SHiv

Good on Kodacolor film only. When you send a
roll of your color film to Best Photo for custom
developing at our low, low prices.
3-36

3
Scotch tape here

two?

TIMES TO REDISCOVER KEN. that his theory and thought match
TUCKY POETS AND POETRY those of the poet or Me painter.
By Helen Price Stacy

log some decline in frequenCf
were arson (down 5), involuntary manslaughter (down 3).
Gambling
3
robbery (down 2), carrYinii
Grand larceny
41
concealed weapon (down 2) and
drawing a deadly weapon (down Leaving scene
of accident
0
1).
Liquor
law viol11.
the
Criminal arrests in
15
county area totaled 289, or 163 poss.
more than were reported durLiquor law
ing the previous year.
Largest number of arrests
made by the Mayfield - based Liquor law
viol-traas
7
troopers last year were for
breaking and entering (65), au- Manslaughter—
invoL
1
to theft (32), disorderly conduct
(22), assault (17) and illegal pos. Narcotic law vioL 3
Murder & nonsession of liquor (16).
neg. mansl. 13
Statewide, the reverted annual increase in crimes handled Narcotic law viol. 3
17
by the state police remained Petit larceny
static at 27 per cent for the
2
second straight time in two Rape
years while arrests continued Robbery
4
to climb—increasing 36 per cent Sex--other
in 1969 as contrasted with a Shooting
2
25 per cent rise in 1968.
Stolen property—
1969 Index of Crimes and
poss.
Arrests at KSP Post 1
Stolen property—
1969
1969
roe.
Crime
Crimes Arrests Unlawful assembly 0
Aram
7
3
Vehicle taking 64
Assault-aggravted 13
13
Weapons-carrying
Assault-other
14
17
Conc.
0
Breaking and
Entering
63
99
Conversion
1
- Weapons-drawing
deadly
Desertion—Army,

Wall Street
Chatter

SENv.Cf

1101MMINIIIMI%

WITH HELEN STACY

FRANKFORT — Less than
five per cent of all crimes reported to the Kentucky State
Police last year ocetured in the
11-county area patroled by
troopers at Mayfteld's Post 1.
,Commanded by KAP Lt. Ray
McCarty, Post 1 covers Fulton,
Graves, Hicirman, C.Nloway Carlisle, Marshall, Ballard, McCracken, Lyon, Trigg and Li*
ington Counties.
According to a recent tally
compiled by the state police, a
statewide total of 9,683 felonies and misdearneanors were ra
ported to state troopers last
year. Of that number, Post I
reported 399 offenses or 174
above their 1968 total.
Heading the list of serious
Crlinei in the 11-county area
were breaking and entering (99
cases), auto theft (64) and grand
lirreeny (41). Stolen vehicle recoveries totaled 44 for an approximate value of $56,330.00.
Crimes showing the greatest
jump in frequency over 1968
were breaking and entering (up
41), auto theft (up 25)) grand
larceny (up), petty larceny (up
1.2) and disorderly conduct (up
12).
Amongthose offenses show-

Navy
4
Disorderly
16
conduct
Disturbing the
peace
Escapes
10
10
Escape,
Fraudlent checks 4

DTO

(UPI)—Carol
sear in a guest
George Hamil"Paris 7000"

Five Per Cent Of KSP Crime
Reports Come From This Area
Rty LEONARD KIMBALL
Staff Writer

MONDAY — MARCH 30, 1970
ea-fleets not only on the driver
Cab drivers' role
himself but the country and
MANILA (UPI) — Philippine
the people as well," A.G. Pableo,
officials have passed the word
president of the Association of
to taxi drivers that they are an
Operators of the PhilipTourist
important part of the tourist
pines, told a taxi drivers' semipromotion campaign.
"Any had experience tour- nar.
r•r
ists have with taxi drivers reVienna prepares
NEW YORK (UP!)— The
market will still show sour Samuel, president of Energy
NEW
YORK 0(UPI)
weakness over the next few Fund Inc., suggests using Vienna, expecting a record numof
drain
weeks until the capital
another approach in giving up ber of tourists from the United
the AT&T financing is out of stocks which he calls "sen- States this year, has embarked
the way and liberalized Federal timent and expectations." When on an $8 million. expansion proReserve Board monetary poli- an unexpected, disappointing gram at its International Aircies have time to be translated piece of corporate news Is port to accomodate the 747
into a resumption of monetary released and the stock holds or jumbojets. The project ingrowth, Wright Advisory Re- barely declines, sentiment is cludes building of a new runway
ports says. But the firm Improving, he says. Conversely, and
a complete overhaul
anticipates "an early, strong, when an expected piece of of existing facilities
record-breaking
possibly
and
disappointing news causes a
summer rally," followed by stock to decline, "investors are
continuing strength as investors looking for an excuse for falling
become more optimistic about sentiment." he adds.
the 1971 economy.
--The prime interest rate cut
"Indicates the long awaited end "Find It At Beale'"
to the credit crunch," Walston
& Co. says. The cut is not
Two bedroom house, perenough in itself to trigger atoll
=nerd sidin& low down
market, but does constitute a
payment. Easy monthly
FAMOUS FOR
"step in the right direction."
HOLDING AN LOU
terms. Located Mi miles
First-quarter earnings reports
from New Concord on
will hold the market down for a
while. The firm expects the
Highway 444.
market to move into a trading
For Information
range of 760 to 780 in terms of
Call (collect)
Dow Jones industrial
the
average.
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, beaten
walnuts
lard
nch loaf pan
Japer. Drain
ving liquid.
Sift together
owder, soda,
Add ennugh
ry -tf4uid to
uid. Combine
re, chopped
walnuts and
ingredients
?diets. Stir
moisten dry
ur into loaf
d 30 minutes.
Iderate oven
,0 minutes or
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Answer toSaturday's Puzzle

UMO.VP W2MO

3-Indefinite
ClAgMAA =MOM
article
OM AOLM000 Mg
1 Tierra del began 4-Slave
OMM ROM111
15
Mgia
5 At that place
Indian
4 Latin
6 Electric car
MAU UM M1200
7 Pronoun
conjunction CRIMONq OPOOMP
8 Reckless
6 Novices
[311(.1
II Pertaining to the 9 Bone
0M0 LAIJOA0
Danes
10 Looks fixedly
OUAO
00O
BO
13 Cooks in oven
15 cjorwm jr,,
n,12 Maiden loved by
OMOFI[1]!MIPO
Zeus
(abbr I
UOMMOBA WU
14 Rock
16 Burdensome
DOUO
DU MODLI
UEI
17 Death rattle
IS Near
DOM] lIMMg
19 Pronoun
20 Reproach
Pertaining
to
an
21
30
23 Man's nickname
era
24 Exists
38 later
48 Growing out of
22 Courageous
25 Simians
51 Principal
Person
39 looked
24 A state
27 Word of
condescendingly 53 Ireland
sorrow
57 Prefix before
26 Girl's name
41 Great lake
28 lair
30 Wife of Geraintrv3 Wiped out
511 Saint ( bbr )
29 Marsh bird
32 Part of fireplace 44 Compass point 60 Anger
31 Lampreys
35 fell in drops
62 the,. o scale
46 Babylonian
33 Compass point
37 mj,
de. y
64 Prepos ton
34 Care for
36 Barks
I
ii3
4
5 goi,6
7
8 1110 .6:
•311 Man's nickname
..
Si
ar
...0.,
40 father
I1
12
OH I 3
114
42 Locations
45 Toll
1
W7
C;
47 Extremely
WV
II
iig.16
terrible
kil 19 70
MA
49 Weary
.4%
74
50 Athletic group
13
17 Mil
7•
52 Evergreen tree
19
otnkm
54 Sun god
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The Kodak box your film came in is your mailing CatiOn ... the label
for your Kodacolor instamatic carton is printed below.

oam
m

mmo

SS Teutonic deity
56 COT!, into
59 Spanish for 'yes
61 Retreat
63 Snicker
65 Ate
9.6 Printer
measure
67 Poem

THE FILM BOX IS YOUR MAILING BOX ... and we ve printed your
shipping label.

HMI

*tr. b, termed Fe itor• Syndicate. Inc

30

POOTA011

c
your name and address here

PHOTO

Third Class

In

SERVICE

P.O. BOX 707
COOLVILLE, OHIO
45723

If xou are sending an instamatic cartridge, simply
clip out the shipping label above, fill in your return i
address, put your cartridge of instamatic film and /
a check or money order to cover the cost of the /
processing (see price list) inside the film box
along with the coupon above. Scotch
tape the 110 to the, box'...
making sure to seal both ends.
Affix the correct amount of
postage and drop in your
nearest mail box.

,2* 20.

If you are sending a roll
of Kodacolor (not instamatic) film, simply clip
out the shipping label
above ... filling in your
return address. Put
your roll of Kodacolor
film and a check, or
money order or cash to
cover the cost of process••••
ing (see price list) inside the
film box ... along with the coupon to the left.
Wrap the shipping label around the box ... and tape
the eicid of the label. For extra safety, tape both ends of the
box. Affix the correct amount of postage and drop in your
nearest mail box.

You'll be
saving up
to 50% lbecause
your film goes
direct to Best
...one of the largest
film developing plants
in the midwest

•

CHECK BEST'S LOW,LOW PRICES ON
COLOR DEVELOPING
KODACOLOR FILM
8 exposure roll

WITH COUPON
$1.25

12 exposure roll or instamatic

$1.75

16 exposure roll

$2.25

20 exposure roll or instamatic

$3.00

36 exposure roll-

$5.40

jumbo reprints only 15t each

"Our only,middleman
is the mailman!"
0

SERVICE
P.O BOX 107 COOLVTLLEOHIO 45723
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Baptized 1,050 People

Quotes From The News

4

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Dr. 1. V. Henson ... Minister Always

WASHINGTON — David Eisenhower, who will be 22 years old
Tuesday, musing on his future:
"I'm still not sure about going into law. Sometimes the idea
of a government career really appeals to me. I guess I'm an
activist at heart. At other times a retreat in the Rocky Mountains
seems appealing. Maybe I'll find a compromise."

El) Catherine Shupe

BITHLO, Fla.— Gov. Claude Kirk, talking about a sweep against
narootics sellers at an Easter weekend rock festival here:
"That these dirty little dope pushers would cboose Easter
Sunday —a traditional day of love and peace — to peddle their junk
is revolting."
LUBBOCK, Tea. —Jamie Sams, 18, lentng an Easter sunrise
service 'in folk songs at the Southwest 10 Peace Festival:
"We can find God without a fancy church and cushioned pews.
God is where you find him— not where you want him."
._.

LOS ANGELES —Rev. Ralph David Abernathy, president of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, in an Easter
plea that the nation should reorder its priorities to help the
poor:
"lf America does not declare hunger and poverty illegal then
we will give the nation an opportunity to feed us in its jailhouses."
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THAT $280,000 STAMP—This IS the British Guiana inovpihdependent Guyana) stamp that set a world philatelic auction
record of $280,000 in New York. Talk about inflation! It
came out in 1856 at one cent. A syndicate of Pennsylvanians
bought it as an investment—the last tirrie,it was on sale, in
1940. it went for $50,000.

National Institute Mental
Health Poster Worth Seeing
By tinted Press International

socially acceptable than shooting heroin or even smoking pot.
The
National Institute of+ Hippies warn that "Speed
Mental Health has distributed a kills." Speed is slang for
poster. Pictured is a half-empty various kinds of amphetamines
coffee cup, cigarettes mashed — "ups"— including berizectrira
in an ashtray, cocktail glasses and dexedrine but it most
with remnants of alcohol, and commonly denotes methedrine,
numerous pill bottles— some Users feel "ups" sharpen their
open and on their sides— with physical and mental reactions,
pep pills, sedatives and time and many doctors prescribe
release capsules strewn on a them for patients on diets.
table.
The printing at the They depress appetites and
bottom is -Ever wonder why keep the user active so he
your kid doesn't .• take you burns calories, However, "ups"
seriously when you lecture him taken excessively over a long
about drugs?"
period may bring delusions and
The implication is clear. hallucinations. When a person
Adults think nothing of drink- is "up" on Speed his body runs
ing, smoking, popping pills, yet down he becomes susceptible
they become uptight when their to disease, and doctors believe
children smoke pot or ingest chronic use leads to schizophreAlthough amphetamines
the same benzedrine tablets nia.
are not considered physically
they do.
Because of the ready availa- addictive, they create tolerance
bility of pills to give you every requiring increasingly larger
further
to
leading
conceivable type high or low, doses,
UPI has compiled a condensed psychological dependence,
Considered as dangerous are
guide to "ups" and "downs"—
pills tb pick you up and pills to the barbiturates, the "downs"
tslow you down.
In the "ups" and "downs"
This is a pill-popping society. genre. They are used by
me experts go so far as to doctors as tranquilizers or
ace youthful drug abuse to sedatives and are the drugs
parents who drink, smoke, slug most often found in the family
wn pills to put them to sleep, medicine IThest. Some young
len some to wake them up people take barbiturates to
ain. It is becoming an counter the effects of accidencreasingly serious problem. tal overdoses of hallucinoeens.
an immediate
after
hese pills are easy to get and tut,.
asy to take and they're more feeling of relaxation, barbib.
mental and
tes Produce
physical
lassitude, slurr
speech, loss of coordination,
and, in some cases, coma.
Because the body's tolerance
level for these "downs" increases rapidly, constantly increasing doses are necessary to
maintain the desired effect.
Thus they can create heavy
physical dependency as well as
a psychological dependence and
definite organic damage. Withdrawal symptoms are severe,
often accompanied by convulsions and serious psychoses.
Nembutal, seconal, amytal
and phenobarbital are barbiturates.

p

Intrepid "Hogan's Hero" Loves His Work
By ME. HEIMER
ANALYZING successful television shows and what makes
them hits can be an intriguing
parlor game—nobody yet has
• come up with a really satisfac' tory explanation for "The Beverly Hillbillies"—but Bob Crane.
the intrepid leader of "Hogan's
Heroes" on CBS, doesn't hesitate to advance what he believes is the basic reason for the
. popularity of his series "We
play it straight."
•
Since the "Heroes" program
• . is out and out comedy, that
.; sounds like a far-out explanaDon, but what the handsome,
onetime radio-announcer Crane
means is that he and his nutty
cohorts play their roles with
total seriousness The humor
-comes from the lines and the
: situations, not from six guys
• trying to be stand-up comedians
• In front of the TV camera
' Groucho Marx said it a long
time ago - - comedy must be
played with deadly senousness
: to be funny.
• • •
"IF YOU'LL notice.- Crane
says."we don't have any real out. and-out jokes on 'Hogan ' Basically the program is drama We.
the 'Heroes: are pro-American.
pro-heroic and we're always involved in some sort of scheme
that's really dramatic Then the
comedy takes off from there
We play AGAINST funny situ. *Dons and people. For instance.
Colonel Klink's great ego is a
big plus for us. as we diabolically set about to tear it dossm
Crane is a Waterbury. Conn
native who wanted to be a
drummer in his youth and a,
tually did have a --seat in the
Connecticut Symphony or,
tra Ihe still keeps a see of
drums in his dressing rry,is ,i!
the Paramount Cahuenga St rdios in Hollywood, In I
however. he got into radio announcing, disc-jockeying ..rd
the like, at a Hornell N Y
station.
•

•

•

H F: WAS pretty niuch of an
instant success and after working at two Connecticut stations
he went to KNX. the CBS affilIn L.os Angeles, where he
became one of the most4opular

A

Niess series
H4111%11110 ri VI) ilroad
IIII% %Vint(' (iii .1•its. Hilt)

brought to television a- J series
...tarring .1 oriv Randall ,11141 1,11,
Khorasan
for
tile
,edIS4 III
•

•

r

Baseballers east •
Lewis cie.t titter triemin-r•
th,
krigelcs I/fidget,
- ira•-ei,./11
team in his FICSY hull, -‘1
as to the F rime
- ionlir
fielder %%Mit. (/as ie, piti her I l»11
"•tit kin
and
infielder
I•

These stars of -Hogan's Heroes," now in sixth year on one of TV's Nizi•ttistrr.
most successful comedy shows, are John Banner as Hans Schultz,
the bumbhng German Sergeant, and Bob Crane, Col Robert Hogan, the top American prisoner who always outwits his captors.
interviewers a n d
talk-show rence ‘Velk and hot'shotmovie
hosts in west coast radio. All nights.
while,
he was veering quietthe
Crane,. of course, is aware of
ly into another direction: act- the career danger in, being typed
ing For seven years, while he as Hogan "You become identikept his radio show, he did fled with the role, no getting
first hit parts and then larger away with it,- he says reflecroles on TV shows, and he
tively. "I know that 'when I've
tsrnately was Dr. Dave Kelsey, passed the Jim Nabors set at
Donna Heed's next-door neigh- our studio. I call out 'Hi. Gabor on Donna's TV series
mei... and I can't honestly think
A/ ting i.k-rigmerint for me Of his real name,
• • •
ard
versa.- he says with a
Krir "I ,
rernember Jeers' Lewis
'I St7PPOSE I may he a little
11 era,. that When smalf,-he weary of Hogan :ifter five years,
thr mitty kid in his neigh- but generally Its still fun and
and I was the same I just signed for another two
Now I rn in the Inisines,
, years_ After. that. I think, it'll
g rid I love it The ,stase to' a year-to-year thing I can't
this spring I'm Sr, (101T1g A NOTHER five years
f
g•,,r,t; to do a two-neenth nin in the show
What he would
in l'hs ,.go so ith
;.nri I in Ilk.' to do SOP, ,,Dv, Blob says,
rr,ishIng the idea
1K a
111, y program -like Dean
tfr•gan s Ifer,es • is in. its ‘tartin:-, Except I lilt sing
sik'h ',ear noyk it h
r
V‘ MI his wife Anne he
four ilrucs.
turnr,1
\
(''If
ri co
thfrl•
to be the blor kti,r-ter that ('IIS'• 'tuft Er, n. t are( t
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King Features Syndicate

interviewing a modest man is
not the best way for a reporter
to write a feature story. However, when that man is Dr. L.V.
Henson, a charming and witty
97-year-old gentleman, the assigment proved to be a fascinating experience.
LO. Henson lives with his
daughter, Mrs. Lucile Lilly, at
103 w. 14th St. He celebrated
his 97th brithday March 8,
Dr. Henson is not a medical
doctor, his degree is Doctor of
Divinity. He has been a Baptist
minister for 70 years. He was
ordained when he was 27 years

in Benton at that time.The Population was only about 1,000
then.
Dr. Henson had decided around
1900 to enter the ministry. He
was awarded the Doctor of Divinity Degree from Clinton College in 1910. Frorn thr time he
made his decision to enter the
ministry until now, Dr. Henson
has spent his life "minister-

church news and sermons.
He has seen many of his former students become successful
in their chosen field. Among

Hendley. These are only a few.

He has baptized 1,050 people.
This man who still walks each
day, who would still be gardenthese Circuit judge H.H. Lovett,
ing his doctor would allow,
Circuit Judge Joe L. Price,
walked to church on Sunday,
State Senator (Arkansas) R.A.
March 8 and received a rare
Nelson:Dr. L.L. Washburn, Dr.
tribute as the entire congregaSam Henson, and D. Charlie
tion of the First Missionary
Baptist Church joined in singirtahdzy" rareto
y nBis
so
nP
eP
"11
Ha
.
He has served churches in KATSL'MATA WINS
h Invery
ingDr
Calvert City, Hardin, Benton,
dividual not only because of htf
New Bethel, Cherry corner,
HONG
KONG (UPI)— Isar) age but because he "is" Dr.
Hazel, Elm Grove, Locust Katsumata
of Japan won the Henson, a minister always.
Grove, Farmington, Wipgo and
Hong Kong Open golf tour"Happy Birthday, Dr. Henson,
Trezevant, Tennessee.
may you have many more!"
nament
Sunday
by
stroke
one
His first church was at Flint
What about those early years,
those years before his min- in Calloway county and he over compatriot Haruo Yasuda.
served the Salem Baptist Katsumata fired a 70 on the SCORES FOUR GOALS
istry?
The son of John L. Henson Church in Calloway County for final round for a 279 total.
and Nancy McLeod Henson, he thirty years,
STOCKHOLM (UP)) — East
He recalled that churches then
was born just eight years after
Germany scored four goals in
the civil war, in Marshall had services only one Sunday in POLE POSITION
the final period to beat PoLaoci,
County near Olive. Heohad two the month, later this was in5-2, Sunday and earn a place In
half sisters and one half broth- creased to two and still later,
THRUXTON, England (UPI)
next year's Group A World Ice
to the services now held. An
er.
—Jackie Stewart has the pole hockey
championships. GermaHe said his parents were
position
for
today's
first
race
in
ny is now 7-2-1 compared to 940strict at times, but admitted inquiry as to why, was answered
the
European
Formula
Two
that being the youngest, he might when Dr. Henson reminded this
1 for Poland, which will be
reporter that then there was championship series, Stewart relegated to the Group B
have had a "little bit of spoilnot enough money, that people zipped around the course in his
ing." The family attended Olive
competition.
could not support a church then. Brabham BT30 in one minute,
Baptist Church.
13.6 seconds, an average speed
He ..4ended Clinton College, as they can now.
Clinton, Kentucky, a denominaFrances Perkins became the
He said it was difficult to get of 115.29 miles per hour.
tional school. While attending by, especially with a
Jocben Hindt of Austria was first woman Cabinet member
family.
college Dr. Henson taught Yet when asked what he
would second in his Lotus during when Franklin ft. Roosevelt apschool. He began teaching when do if he could go
back he em- trials an Belgian Jac,.kie Ickx pointed her Secretary of Labor
he was eighteen years old. He phatically replied, "I'd be
a was third in a German BMW. in 1933.
said schools- were only in ses-

sion for five months in those
days and tie would teach during
those five months and attend
college the other time. He graduated from Clinton College in
1896.
He taught in one room schools,
teaching all grades and all subjects. many times with as many
as 50 pupils in the one room.
He was principal at Farmington in Graves County when he
was 24. He taught in both Marshall and Graves County.
Dr. Henson married Nancy
Brooks Gold of Marshall County in 1902. He said the first
time he ever saw her she was
helping her mother dothe family wash. She was 12 years old.
He married her 10 years later
when she was 22.
The Hensons had two children, Lucille, with whom he
makes his home, and Dan Gold.
The family home where the
Hensons began housekeeping
was at the corner of 14th and
Main. It was a frame house.
Dr. Henson said he could only
remember one brick dwelling

ing.
"

ettilak,
the place

minister!"

The world has changed a great
deal in the years of Dr. Henson's life and we asked how he
felt about these changes, if
they were good Or bad?' He replied, "The world has become
much closer and this has
changed the thinking and conduct
of people. Many of the changes
are good, many are not."
As for young people in veneral

if

he said, "There are some fine
young folks."
On religion today, is it what
it used to be, "Yes, if you
have enough of it."
As to what he attributed his
longevity he chuckled and said,
"Lots of eating and sleeping."
Then in a more serious vein,
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OUR INSTITUTION OFFERS THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHEST CERTIFICATE AND PASSBOOK RATES
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A NOON FASHION SHOW

"The mercies of the Lord."
Dr. Henson has done many
things in his life, even published church papers. These
papers, The Benton Baptist,
which he published with John
Henson in 191E-18, and The
West Kentucky Baptist, which
he published with Dr. J. Skinner beginning in 1933,contained
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MONDAY — MARCH 30. 1970

—MURRAY, KENTUCKY

IN MEMORY
In memory of our loving mother and grandmother Mrs.
Lovie 0. Smith Travis, who God
called home March 30th, 1957
and our dear father and grand
father Mr. Ira L Travis who
jpined her in heaven August
31, 1961.
If all the world were ours to
give,
FOR RUNT
NOTICE
NIMICE
WYK.
We would give It all and
m:re
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
Just to see your smiling faces
and refills are now available at men* MIEN heet and dr.
enter through the door.
the Ledger & Times Office Sup- built-in range, eafentic tile belk. The years may wipe out many
ply Acre.
eunot tbrougboat Call or lei things,
Gene Steely, Soutbelde ShopEDNA KNIGHT is no longer Ping Caster, Kerrey. Kentucky, But this they'll wipe out
never.
Wilson
Wayne
associated with
TIC
716.71011.
The memories of our dear
Real Estate. For Real Estate
SALIDS & Ser- parents, when we were all
transactions contact her at 75314-31-P vice, Box 211, Murray, Ky., C. together.
4910.
X Sanders. Phone 3/3-391/4. We cannot bring the old days
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $10.65 Lynnville, Kentucky. Aprit4C, back,
TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
Mune
Leach's
on color TV at
Your
hands
we
cannot
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
Center. Phone 753.7575. A-1-C 10' x 55' TWO-BEDROOM trail- touch,
with
invasthreatened
the
nation
is
Almost every home in
er, three miles from Murray. But we still have such loving
PRIVATE employment fran- Phone 753-7856.
ion, or has already been invaded by termites.
11,110-C
memories of the ones we love
offices
partnership
chise
or
destruction
visible
They may reveal their presence through
so much.
opanini
completely
furnished
ONE-BEDROOM
air-conditioned
but more often their work goes unseen.
It broke our hearts to lose
soon in your city. Small invest- efficiency apartment, completeYou could be totallffinaware of the fact that thousands of
you, but you 'did not go
ment; as little as $1,000-00, ly furnished, one block from
termites had invaded and were feeding in the under-strucalone,
earnings 115,000430,000 the first University. Call 753-4109 or 753ture of your home . . . traveling through the foundation
A part of us went with
Year. No age limit. Staff Con- 4478.
. . and infesting the ground under your expensive landON THE ROOF AND A PRAYER—David Turington, 30,.prays
A-14
you,
sultants, Inc., 16% S. E. Second
for rescue through shattered rear window after car went off
scaping.
The day God called you home.
Street, Evansville, Indiana 47708, FURNISHED efficiency apartroad in Newburyport, Mass., and landed on its roof. TuringCALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
Sadly missed and forever
ment,
available
April
1.
Prefer
425-31118,
Don
Phone
425-3185
or
' toni and two other occupants were pulled out after car was
PROOFING
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE
loved.
D. Varner, Executive Vice Pres- working lady or working couprighted. They suffered broken legs.
REQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF A
Children and Grandchildren
ident.
A4-C le. Utilities furnished. Call 753PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
1TP
1794.
if-30-C
Our Job is to find termites, destroy their colonies and preBELTONE factory fresh bearLand of small shops
vent their recurring in your home. We know their habits,
ROOM
for two girls. Electric
ing sid batteries for all Make
Entertainment bill
where they attack and how to termite proof for long range
heat, air conditioned, cooking Norwegians lead
hearing aids, Warns Dn..
ROME (UPI) - Italy has
cement exports
TOKYO (L1131)-Japanese busprotection.
11-1TC privileges, private entrance.
shops, most of them
850,000
1603 College Farm Road, phone
USIA) (UP1)-Norway is the iness firms spent 773 billion yen small and unprofitable, the highLOSE WEIGHT sably with Dee- 753-2377.
11410-C biggest exporter of cement in (about $2.1 billion) in enter- est percentage in the European
A-Diat and remove mess!had
Europe With a record 1.1 mil- tainment expenses during fiscal Common Market.
According
THREE
BEDROOM furnished
with Fhddex. Only 011. and
Murray, Ky.
100 -South 13th Street
lion
tons shipped in 1969, com- 1968, the tax administration to latest estimates, distribution
house
with basement Phone
$1.119
at
Dade
&
Stubblefield
reports.
Phone 753-3414, Day Sr Night
costs accounted for 41.87 per
11-314 pared with 829,000 tons in 1968.
Drugs.
1TP 753-4694.
***
HOME OWNED AND OPERATIK) OVER Jo YEARS
The United States took 30 per
cent of the money Italians +int
Protecting vital records
INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECT/ON
cent of the exports, the rest Dutch-Puerto Rican trade
Snowmobile boom
on food in 1968.
LICENSED BY STATE OP KENTUCKY
COALING A, Calif.(CPO- A going to Africa, the Canary
* * *
PARK,
Pa.
SAN JUAN (UPI)-Hollan
UNIVERSITY
MEMBER CHAMBER OP COMMERCE
Islands and Asia.
was the
biggest importer o
(UPI)-The increasing:popular- three-acre underground complex
PS.—As a homeowner or potential builder of• new home,
*
Puerto Rican products for the
ity of the snowmobile has creat- for Bit, purpose of protecting
remember, treatment during construction usually costs
last fiscal year, according to the Finnair expanrion
ed new demands for use of farm % ital records, no% under con- British -Egyptian
trade
only 1,4 of 1% of the total building cost. If you don't treat
Department of Commerce.
and forest lands, researchers said struction. near here. is believed
during construction and termites develop in your home,
HELSINKI (UPI) - Finnair,
to I, ti- first of its kind.
CAIRO
(CPI)-Egypt and
It said exports to Holland
today.
the corrective measures (exclusive of damage repairs)
The Bekins \r-iiv al Services the United Kingdom
A survey conducted by the
traded last year were $24.2 million, the Finnish international airline,
usually cost about 1% of the totallailltling value.
Pennsylvania State Universit,% Co. has, twen sorking on the goods worth $55.,2 million in almost double the previous year. has signed an agreement with
showed the snowmobile has pnuect for the past five years the 12 months ended November, The chief export was cyclo- the McDonnell Douglas aircraft
boomed into a $20 billion a year and hopes to lia%c it l'011ipletrd 1969, according to government hexane, a chemical product used company for the purchase of
POR SALO •
INILP WANTED
national industry. Sales mush- Is 1972. It all-cads ha, Is-gull officials. Egypt imported goods to dissolve oils, greases and a third 008 jet airliner, to be
delivered in December, 1970, a(
ANTIQUE, 150 year old walnut roomed from 2,000 units in a marketing program Irs ontac- worth $32.64 niillion. Exports waxes.
cording to a Finnair spokesman.
Grandfather striking clock, 7' 5" 1959 to 250,000 during the ting major corporations 'A ho to Britain were valued at $21.84
may want ti 11,4- the complex.
tall, made in England, $275.00. 1968 and 1969 seasons
Assistant Managers
Phone
753-7883
after
5:00
p.
m.
for
14-30-P
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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A. 5-BEDROOM, 1% story trams
in expellent condition. This is
an older home with full basement that could be utilized for
rentals. Central beat, 1% bath
rooms. Some furniture is included in the sale.
2-STORY, 4-bedroom brick with
2% baths, formal dining room,
fireplace, double garage. One
of the finest houses in Murray.
Well located in the Robertson
School District
A 4-BEDROOM brick with double garage located at Lynn
Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot.
QUALITY construction 3-bedroom Colonial with fireplace
and double garage. Tranaterable 5 3/4% loan.
9-ROOM HOME in Hazel on a
nice lot. Ideal for the large
family or an extra apartment.
Very reasonably priced.
3-BEDROOM brick with an excellent floor plan. 1% baths,
family room, spacious utility,
especially nice drapes, Mr conditioned. Good location and the
house is nice as new. Beautiful landscaping. Just $25,500A 4-BEDROOM brick near the
new high school site. 2 bath
rooms, sunken living room, formal dining area, quality con- struction, excellent floor plan,
double garage, very large patio.
• BRICK-AND STONE with many
mare features. 3 bedrooms, full
basement, formal dining room.
2% baths, fireplace in the family room with a rustic finish.
recreation room, double garage,
large sundeck with electric grill
for your outdoor living pleasure. All eleotric, Gold Medallion home. City school district
Let us show you this outstanding home. Would consider a
trade. Reduced drastically.
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A MODERN 2-bedroom brick
home and 26% acres, 3% miles
from Murray. Farm is fenced
and overlooks a nice lake.
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
condition. Carpets and drapes,
fireplace, central air conditionlig. Alm a real nice 20' x 80*
,Itulding with a garage, centrally heated. Ideal for almost any
kind of home workshop. Let us
show you this place and make
us ,an offer.
3-BEDROOM stone house with
basement. Beautiful 1 acre lot.
Needs some repair but is priced
accordingly. Located near Wiswell.
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1
acre on a blacktop road located
about 2 miles from Murray. Carpeted, air conditioned, and attached garage. Price has been
reduced.
100 ACRE FARM located on
Highway 841 about 2 miles north of Murray, adjacent to industrial property. Practically all
of the farm is tillable and in a
high state of productivity. 800'
highway frontage. Financing
available at 6% interest to
qualified buyer.
MOBILE HOME and cottage
combination, located in the Jonathan Creek area of Kentucky
Lake. Fully equipped with nice
furnishings, double carport with
a storage room. One acre wooded lot.
1 2/3 ACRE LOT with 14' a 18'
building and mobile home space.
_Close to Jonathan Creek on a
paved mad.
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FOUR pure bred Charolias
heifers. $850.00. each. Phone
753-7575.

FOUR-BEDROOM, two baths,
formal living room and dining,'
fireplace In family room, full
'basement double garage, recreation room In basement, $30,000.00. Phone 753-4073.
A-2-C
HELP WANTED
WANtED: man to help 'Crain
_bird dogs and ruIt'.dogs in field
trials. Phone 436-2406, Chrysler
TFC
Bard Dog Kennels.

0

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts*

WI-tAT IN THE LiJORLD IYkE
MATTER (JITH YOU?!

1969 SUZUKI 350, with six
speed transmission, turn signals and only 700 miles, 18 ft.
fiberglass canoe and all accessories, like new. Also used GE
automatic washer. All priced
or quick sale. Phone 489-333.
11-30-C

(1
.1M A NEW FEMINI5T!

OKA- Lirc,
17177,

17 CUBIC FOOT upright freezer in excellent condition, $125
00. Phone 753-3618.
A-2-C
COCKER-P00
puppies,
six
weeks old, $15.00 each. Phone
753-4710.

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

NEW BARBIE DOLL clothes.
Phone 753-2369.
M-30-P

NOBODY
EVER
DROPS IN
TO SEE ME
ANY MORE

MY
PLACE
IS IN
AWFUL
SHAPE

EXTRA NICE horse pony, good
game pony, broke to pony cart.
Also pony cart and harness.
Cart large enough for small
horse or big pony. Phone 7533064 after 6:00 p. m. M-30-C
APARTMENT SIZE refrigerator, used only three months
Phone 753-9818 after 4:30 p. m.

Time Finance Co.
Southside Manor
Phone 7534702
Murray, Kentucky tic

saavicas

IMN

Eux-raoun

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

KIRSCH RODS, close out. Littletons.
14-31-C
OLD TIME chuck organ. Very
good condition, Burgess. Call
14-31-P
435-4372.

OPPIRID
208 ACRE farm •located on the
blacktop at Coldwater. 35 acre
watershed lake. This is a real CARPENTER WORE of all SINGLE, cow to can milker megood farm and is priced right. kinds. Building houses, addi- chine, in good shape. Phone 753WE HAVE a wide selection of tions, remodeling, paneling. 5321.
building lots inside the city Get your work done before the CARPETS and life too ,can be
school district and outside the spring rush. Call Mack, 753-3388. beautiful if you use Blue ,LuiApril-17-C
city. 'Financing available for Free estimates.
Ire. Rent electric shampooer $1.
qualified buyers. Come by our
RACKHOE WORK, septic tank Western Auto, Home of "The
office at 502 Maple Street or
A-1-C
Installation and cleaning, all Wishing Well".
call us at any time to discuss!
of digging. Call Gene CARPET colors looking dimr
details. This is a good time ti types
Steely, South Side Shopping Bring 'em back—give 'em vim
buy. We appreciate your busiCenter, phone 753-7850. TFC Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric
ness.
A-4-C
KELLY'S
PEST CONTROL Ter- shampooer $1. Big K.
TUCKER REALTY Company.
502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken- mites—eat your home. Roaches IRON BED, Westinghouse stove,
tucky 753-4342. Home phones: —carry germs. Spiders—are old treddle sewing machine, ta.
Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020 poison. For free inspection call ble and six 'chairs. Phone 753Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914, 3729.
A-1-P
Bobby Grogan, 753-4978.
TFC
M-31-C 24 hdurs a day.
classes
ALBRITTEN FARM: 92 acres, NEW DOG TRAINING
are beginning in Paris on Aprt) Dutch dividends
electricity,
with
barn
good stock
7. Cost $10 for 10 weeks. For
NNISTERI)\\I (I 1'1) Of
one old tobacco barn, ten acres information call Noreen Sim2,1,6 Dutch torripanies whose
bottom land, 45 acres cleared onsen, 642-5073.
A-7-C shares ar(• traded on thy ,kinsterThis farm is priced to sell. Located HWY 94, turn right just WILL KEEP children in my darn St wk Exchange and win's,east of Elm Grove Baptist Chur- hJene. Prefer infant or three to div idends for the 19(ill fiscal
ch on old Newburg Road, 1% five year old. Phone 753-8034. sear wen. declared in the first
M-31•P Six months of l'N•9, 13 I anmiles on the right. Contact
110111111 lid a higher dividend than
Peel & Holland Real Estate,
1120 Main Street, Benton, Ky. MONOGRAMMING. Phone Jane for the' previous fiscal sear, lilt
Stokes at 753-4357, 1612 Keene- unchanged aml 21 lower.
42025, phone 527.8821.
A-l1C
April-2C land Drive.
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Notice
MURRAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Is Now Open
EVERY NIGHT

Borrower survey
MIK (I,1'1) \warty
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vers:11 CAT,. f:reilit Corp., personal loan and sales finance
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WEEKS HAvE PASSED
SINCE CHARLIE DOBBS
WAS CAST ASHORE ON
AN UNINHABITED
ISLAND— A MAW
W/THOUr A IAEAIORY.
!
I

FLINN), THING 15--I KNOW
HOW TO DO CERTAIN THINGS
— BUT I DON'T KNOW WHO
I AM—OR WHERE I
CAME FROM.

I MUST CONFESS, C• B., 049
PHOTOGRAPH ROCK HUTZPAH
BUT I ALSO PHOTOGRAPHED
CHARLIE DOBBS. HERE'S THE
FILM.

FAA/7'46nel! I JUST SAW THE
FOOTAGE ON ROCK'S PICTURE
AND, CONFIDENTIALLY, IT 57/A/K.S././
NOW LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT
00889
!
.

•
0,4

•

it.--

_

• s

k- svAsi*u.
by Al Capp

Lil' Abner
TI-1` 40YAM I NT
ORDERED N1E. TO
WEAR TM IS,AN'AH
_LGULP!!'"'

DONK

NOTICE

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats

IT.ri-

TH'GOVAM INT ORDERED
'la TO E5OLLIDOZE MAH
HOME,AN!'SO'DONE
THAT-

-BUT DID TI-11-508.?GOVAM I NT-BLESS
ITS SOUL-PROVIDE
ANY GOTHIER PLACE
FO' US TO LIVE?

NATURA LLY!! THEY BOUGHT A
MESS OF PRE-FAB HOUSES FROM
A ROAD COMPANY OF
*SOUND OF MUG'Cf.'
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SEEN & HEARD . .. State Traffic
Toll At 181

Ketchum To Present
Recital On Tuesday
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Everything Must Go - Even All Our Fixtures

ICA'S FISHONEPPISTNG MERCHANDISE
$40,000 STOCK OFE FORAMER
YOUR EASTER
JUST IN TIM

We have again slashed prices on our Famous Name Brands.

We Are Selling This Entire Stock!!
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We are going out of business in Murray and
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s
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tunitv to get some real bargains. With Easter coming up
this Weekend, why not come in today and make your
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selections while we have a full range of sizes, colors
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We'll
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choose
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All
so come on in and Let our courteous salesmen fit you.

top nationally advertised brands, high quality, styles and
colors of today. Take advantage of this going-out-ofbusiness-sale now!

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX-STYLEMART-CATALINA-PURITAN-AND MANY OTHER FAMOUS
S
COAT
& WINDBREAKER

SUITS
$135.00 Reg

Now $95.00

$125.00 Reg

Now $90.00

$22.50 Reg

$115.00 Reg

Now $85.00

$30.00 Reg

Now $16.00
Now $22.00

$110.00 Reg

Now $80.00

$40.00 Reg

Now 530.00

$105.00 Reg
$100.00 Reg

Now $75.00

Now $45.00

$ 49.95 Reg

Now S37.00

SPORT COATS
$89.95 Reg

Now 562.00

$79.95 Reg

Now $55.00

575.00 Reg

Now $51.00

$32.50 Reg

Now 524.00

$29.95 Reg

ID

S50.00 Reg

Now 570.00

65.00 Reg

$35.00 Reg

ALLIGATOR

Now S28.00'
Now $22.00

Now $38.00

$45.00 Reg

Now 534.00

$70.00 Reg

Now $50.00

PANTS & SLACKS
$14.00 Reg

Now $12.00

515.00 Reg

Now $12.00

$16.00 & 17.00
• Reg
$18.00 & 19.00
Reg
$25.00 & 26.00
Reg
$9.00

ALLIGATOR SHAKER
RAIN COATS
Reg. 18.0b NOW 515.00

CASUAL,1COATS
& JACKETS

1/2

OR IGIN AL
PRICE

10.00

$8.00 & 7.50
Reg

Now $6.00

Now $13.00

$7.00 Reg

Now $5.00

Now $14.00

$5.50 & 5.00
Reg

Now $4.00

Now. $19.00

Casual Slacks

2 OFF
HATSNow $12.00
$18.50 Reg
514.00 Reg

Now $10.00

Sport Hats

S8.00 Reg

TS$7.00
SHIR
SS
ORE
Now
Re
$9.00

Now $4.95

TIE

$4.00 to 5.00
Rea
$3.00 Reg

Now $3.00
Now 52.00

Now $1.50
$2.00 Reg
One Table of Dress Shirts
•

Y2 Off Reg. Price

Including Deep Tone Colors
amous Name
Sport & Dress Shirts
Now $3.00
$5.00 Reg
$6.00 Reg

Now $4.00

$6.50 Reg

Now S4.00

$7.00 Reg

Now S4.50

$7.50 Reg

Now $5.00

All SWIM WEAR

1/2 ORI INALiI ENAL

One Table Knit Shirts
Y2 Ori inal Price

E IS ••••

ENTIFiE STOCK OF
NATIONALLY KNOWN

SWEATERS
ORIGINAL
PRICE
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G
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ECESASTAG •SHO

1/2
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